Abstract / This article reports on Web 2.0, the end of cyberspace, and the internet of things. It proposes that these concepts have synergies both with the current fashion for modifying physical objects with the features of virtual objects, as evidenced in O'Reilly's MAKE magazine and similar projects, and with the potential technologies for collective intelligence described by Bruce Sterling, Adam Greenfield, Julian Bleecker and others. It considers Alex Pang's research on the end of cyberspace and asks whether the 'new' of new media writing will have any meaning in a world that is updated by the microsecond every time there is fresh activity in the system. The copy I have before me, Volume 05, feels good in the hands and is printed on nice smooth paper. It contains articles on how to be the hit of the neighbourhood by building a backyard zipline; how to turn a remote control car into an alarm system, and how to create explosive visuals with water. The magazine costs $14.99 but the website is free and contains additional projects, including those linked to other sites. Like fans and hobbyists, MAKE people share their stuff. The project I would like to describe here can be found via the MAKE website and comes from Instructables.com. It gives stepby-step instructions on how to modify a Moleskine, which, you may remember, is the
pocket-sized notebook made famous by the late travel writer Bruce Chatwin. Having already learned how to hack code, the digerati community has seized upon the idea that physical objects -things -can also be hacked, modded, and enhanced. Indeed, today, not only can you hack your belongings, but you can also hack your life, as pioneered by David Allen in his book Getting Things Done (2001) and known as GTD.
The practice of GTD, aka life-hacking, is widespread among those who struggle to manage their data-ridden lives. This UGC (user generated content) generation is generating so much content that it is driven to create even more just to stay on top of everything. Perhaps because of its very simplicity and enjoyable tactility in a world of virtual objects, the Moleskine has attracted the special attention of the geeky life-hacking community, and they have devised many handmade modifications for it. The following instructions, devised by an individual called radiorental, and subtitled 'three little mods to make your moleskine, or any notebook for that matter, a little more functional', 2 are typical of the projects to be found at sites like MAKE, Instructables, LifeHacker, and 43Folders:
Step 1 Pencil holder Using black masking tape you can build on a pencil/pen holder. Firstly wrap the pencil in tape . . . sticky side out. Stick this on to the end of the notebook and then tape the pencil to the notebook.
Step 2 Tag your pages with post-it notes Using a good pair of scissors cut the sticky part of the post-its off. Bung them in the folder at the back, when you need to mark a new section of your notebook just fold it over a page and write a tag.
Step 3 Pencil sharpener Two pieces of sandpaper, coarse for wood, fine to sharpen the lead to a nice point. Sticky back tape the sandpaper to the back of your notebook. (Fig. 1) This modded moleskine (Figure 1 ) is an intriguing attempt to address the same design goals of a PDA (personal digital assistant) by reverse-engineering towards a plain paper notebook without losing the functionality of a stylus, bookmarks, and metatags. The pencil sharpener, however, probably has no equivalent in the PDA which may be why this particular innovation is greeted with much applause by the users who post on radiorental's blog and offer suggestions for further mods: The Instructables website, like others of its type, is woven through with metadata and usability features -for example, images can be downloaded in a range of seven convenient sizes from tiny (48 x 48) to original (600 x 505), each entry is tagged with keywords, and the site has a Creative Commons license. Needless to say, the RSS and Atom feeds mean that it can be aggregated, along with its tags, into del.icio.us, Flickr, blogs, and numerous other applications.
Elsewhere, in his blog Techkwondo.com, Julian Bleecker suggests another quality which might be manipulated and applied to real world experience -speed: Soon there will be a way to identify a hack with the object it was worked upon by means of an RFID tag and a splash of GPS, in which case we would be dealing with what Bleecker calls a 'blogject', Adam Greenfield calls 'everyware', and Bruce Sterling calls a 'spime'.
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In March 2006, at the ETech Conference in San Diego, I heard about spimes for the first time. They were the subject of Bruce Sterling's keynote talk, and towards the end he made a comment that I wrote down in my notebook (an un-modded Moleskine, as it happens) to ask him about later. He had said that thanks to the spime: 'we will at last be comfortable with materiality'.
I thought he was referring to disembodiment, becoming immersed and merged into the machine as per futurologists like Ray Kurzweil, but as it turned out his answer was much simpler. He meant that he would no longer be weighed down, not by his physical body, but by his physical possessions. That he would no longer need to own hard copy artefacts, not even his own manuscripts, when he could access those texts through cyberspace from anywhere, and when most of his possessions could be discarded and replaced at low cost.
So what is a spime? Shaping Things (2006), Sterling's quasi-manifesto, is a short but complex book largely given over to making the case for the future existence of spimes. The key to the spime, he says, is identity. It is, by definition, the protagonist of a documented process, an 'historical entity with an accessible, precise trajectory through space and time ' (2006: 77) . Here is an example of such a trajectory, adapted from the author's description (with apologies if necessary), describing the online purchase of a bottle of wine:
1. You first encounter the spime while searching on a website, as a virtual image. This image is likely a glamorous publicity photo, but it is also deep-linked to the genuine, three-dimensional computer-designed engineering specifications of the objectengineering tolerances, materials specifications, and so forth. At this time, it has no material existence beyond a picture and a spec. Let us imagine, as Sterling does, that it is a bottle of wine. 2. You use your credit card to make an online purchase of one bottle, an act that integrates it into your own spime management inventory system while at the same time linking you to its customer management software. This link already holds the bottle's unique ID code, history of ownership, geographical tracking hardware and software to establish its place in space and time, and numerous other data. Now your personal data is added to that to assist with further development of the object -direct customer profiling. 3. The bottle is delivered to your address with its own RFID and other tracking systems so that it can update itself in your database and inform you of any further service information you might require. Note: the product itself is not the spime, but just a materialised component of this particular iteration that you have selected. It is not every bottle, it is just this single purchase you have made. 4. You drink the wine and dispose of the bottle. 5. At the end of its lifespan, the spime is deactivated and disassembled to be folded back into the manufacturing stream. The data it generated remains available for historical analysis by a wide variety of interested parties, and the ways in which that data are analysed, especially the relationships between them, define the spime. Sterling says 'the spime is a set of relationships first and always, and an object now and then ' (Sterling, 2006: 71) .
The 'internet of things' will be composed of these entities, interacting with their users, but also often simply interacting with each other without any human agency at all. The advent of the spime goes some way towards addressing the call made by Vannevar Bush in 1945 that we should find ways to organize, share and interrogate the vast amounts of knowledge being gathered and accumulated by humankind. He imagined how this might be done: (Bush, 1945: 2) The usefulness of these records lies in the way they are interpreted and synthesized, and as a practical scientist Bush pays attention to the process of data management just as Sterling, with an interest in design, describes the manufacturing cycle of the spime. Bush also emphasizes the importance of ensuring that the human continues to have a creative and active role in the interpretation of knowledge: (Bush, 1945: 2) What is missing from Bush's concept, though, is the increasingly seamless integration of user and system that can now be observed in many applications such as del.icio.us and Flickr, and in systems like that used by eBay to populate and manipulate masses of user-generated content, culminating in an evolving collective intelligence. Conceptually, Vannevar Bush was still tied to making a distinction between human and machine, a distinction that is increasingly fading today when, every time we use eBay or write a Gmail, we make a trade-off between body, technology and nature by allowing our data to become part of that organization's knowledge base. Our meaty physiology does not put us outside the spime. On the contrary, it enhances the spime just as the spime enhances us. Sterling explains, for instance, how making a purchase embeds him in just one part of the business, the 'techno-social setup', of wine production:
. . . when I described that ' (Sterling, 2006: 78) Identifying the beginning and the end of his role within that chain, Sterling marks his freedom from even having to know about the rest of the process. The primary advantage of an internet of things, he says, is: , 2006: 94) This desire to be free of managing his own stuff is a symptom of the need for a lifehack -the spime as ultimate remedy for GTD. With spimes, not only can you Get Things Done, but in many cases they actually do it for you. Freedom, as the author says, from materiality.
that I no longer inventory my possessions inside my own head. They're inventoried through an automagical inventory voodoo, work done far beneath my notice by a host of machines . . . as long as machines can crunch the complexities, their interfaces make my relationship to objects feel much simpler and more immediate. (Sterling
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So, a spime is a phenomenon that exists at various times either virtually, as data, or materially, as physical object, or both, depending upon its cycle? Well, we can easily grasp that notion because today we are very accustomed to sometimes inhabiting cyberspace with our virtual personae and manipulating virtual materials such as emails, images, and other items; and other times inhabiting physical space such as streets, fields, and houses and manipulating physical materials such as bottles, books, and furniture. We have grown used to the binary of online/offline, but unfortunately that comfort may be about to come to an end. The world of the spime, with its threaded intertwinings through 'virtual' and 'real', is about to affect not just a bottle of wine, but the very table it stands on and, eventually, as Sterling implies, the very person who drinks it. Soon there will be no travelling between cyberspace and 'real' space, because there will no longer be any borders between the two. Life for the spime is about to become a lot easier.
In October 2005 I reported in the 'Writing and the Digital Life' blog comments made by Dion Hinchcliffe on 'J. LeRoy's recent observation that Web 2.0 will finally kill the concept of cyberspace as a viable ongoing concern.' And, he went on, This extrapolation makes a lot of sense. After all, we've been longing for that alwayson portal without perhaps realising that once we are always on, we are at the same time giving up the frisson of that step he describes. 6 Hinchcliffe's post was one of a growing number of observations that we could be on the way to seeing the end of cyberspace. This conversation is a spin-off from the notion of Web 2. Web 2.0 has galvanized some sectors of the digital community to philosophize about wired-ness in a way that was notably missing for quite some years, ever since the initial euphoria of pre-web internet cultures was damped down by the dotcom boom-and-bust in the rush to monetize every pixel. (Pang, 2006) In that re-writing, the novelty of 'new media writing' is already being subsumed. New media were by-products of the early days of cyberspace, literary thought experiments easing our passage from print book to blogject and spime. Indeed, in recent years the 'newness' of new media has attracted an increasing groundswell of rebellion against using the term at all. This is fair. Nothing -not even the 'nouvelle' (novel) -can remain new for ever and soon, it seems, newness will become an obsolete concept. Will the 'new' have any meaning in a world that is updated by the microsecond every time there is fresh activity in the system? Where smart objects know what we want before we have even thought of it ourselves?
But what of the notion of an internet of things? At its most negative, it could emphasize even further the barrier between the digerati and the rest of the world. It could become a gated environment quickly penetrated and shaped by commercial interests we are helpless to resist, or, more optimistically, it could bring us comfort in our materiality, realize Vannevar Bush's hopes, and support an integrated cooperative collective intelligence that some may come to know as 'the world'. Certainly it will create an informational and physical ecology very different from the one we currently inhabit or, perhaps, expect. In 2000 the trAce Online Writing Centre surveyed a thousand UK writers about their views on the internet (Thomas, 2000) . The question 'What worries you about the internet?' generated an image of cyberspace not unlike the wastelands of post-apocalyptic science fiction: 'erosion -contamination -swamp -dump -garbage -junkviruses -chaos -fragmentation -waste'. 10 The opposite question 'What excites you about the internet?' produced a different landscape, one which might be likened to the scene beyond the viewing window of the USS Enterprise: 'freedom -huge -worldinfinity -source -global -communication -explosion -growth -speed -vastness' 11 and so on. In fact, it is all of these and more. Imagine a bubbling teeming swamp beneath a night sky streaming with stars. What is crawling out of it? It is, of course, far too soon to know. Author Erik Davis, like many others, believes the network is developing independently and often in ways that are beyond our understanding:
As more and more dimensions of the real are translated into the Boolean Esperanto of binary code, we open up the possibility for entirely unexpected modes of synthesis to arise, patterns of connection and integration that for now seem barely conceivable. Of course they will arise as an imagination. Of course they will take the form of a surprise. (Davis, 1999: 330) But we have a little time to prepare. They say the ETA for the internet of things is about 30 years away. Readers are advised to check back then for an update.
